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Abstract. Video recognition models often learn scene-biased action rep-
resentation due to the spurious correlation between actions and scenes
in the training data. Such models show poor performance when the test
data consists of videos with unseen action-scene combinations. Although
Scene-debiased action recognition models might address the issue, they
often overlook valuable scene information in the data. To address this
challenge, we propose to learn DisEntangled VIdeo representations of
Action and Scene (DEVIAS), for more holistic video understanding. We
propose an encoder-decoder architecture to learn disentangled action and
scene representations with a single model. The architecture consists of a
disentangling encoder (DE), an action mask decoder (AMD), and a pre-
diction head. The key to achieving the disentanglement is employing both
DE and AMD during training time. The DE uses the slot attention mech-
anism to learn disentangled action and scene representations. For further
disentanglement, an AMD learns to predict action masks, given an ac-
tion slot. With the resulting disentangled representations, we can achieve
robust performance across diverse scenarios, including both seen and
unseen action-scene combinations. We rigorously validate the proposed
method on the UCF-101, Kinetics-400, and HVU datasets for the seen,
and the SCUBA, HAT, and HVU datasets for unseen action-scene com-
bination scenarios. Furthermore, DEVIAS provides flexibility to adjust
the emphasis on action or scene information depending on dataset char-
acteristics for downstream tasks. DEVIAS shows favorable performance
in various downstream tasks: Diving48, Something-Something-V2, UCF-
101, and ActivityNet. The code is available at https://github.com/KHU-
VLL/DEVIAS.

Keywords: Action recognition · Video recognition · Scene recognition
· Video representation learning · Disentangled representation learning

1 Introduction

Humans can naturally understand the content of a video by extracting human
actions from the surrounding scene context. Even when encountering a previously
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(a) Seen combination: dancing on a stage. (b) Unseen combination: dancing in a football field.

Fig. 1: Why do we need disentangled video representations? Video recognition
models often learn scene-biased representations due to the spurious correlation [12,47]
between action and scene in the dataset. Although such models might work well when
video contains an action-scene combination seen during training e.g . (a), they would
fail when video contains an unseen combination e.g . (b). In contrast, scene debiased
video models [20,72] could accurately recognize the action regardless of combinations.
However, they are not capable of predicting scenes. In this work, we propose to learn
disentangled action and scene representations. The disentangled model can understand
both action and scene well, including both seen and unseen action-scene combinations,
e.g . it correctly predicts dancing on a stage (a) and dancing in a football field (b).

unseen action-scene combination, humans easily recognize both the action and
the scene: e.g . in Figure 1 (b), the people are dancing in a football field.

Unlike humans, most video action recognition methods struggle to decompose
actions and scene context from an input video. Instead, video action recognition
methods tend to learn scene-biased action representation due to the spurious
correlation between actions and scenes in the video datasets. The existing video
datasets [24, 39, 64] often consist of limited combinations of action-scene pairs
for each action class, e.g . if the scene of a video is a football field, the action is
always playing football and vice versa. However, in reality, diverse actions such
as dancing or cheerleading can also take place on a football field [12]. The reason
for the limited action-scene combinations in the dataset stems from the high cost
of constructing a video dataset with diverse combinations, rather than a lack of
such scenarios in the real world. Therefore, a desired model should have robust
performance across diverse action-scene combination scenarios.

A scene-biased action recognition model is likely to predict actions based on
the scene context rather than the action itself, leading to errors when encoun-
tering unseen action-scene combinations [12, 14, 47]. For example, as shown in
Figure 1 (b), scene-biased action recognition models are likely to misclassify the
action as playing football instead of dancing. Scene-debiased action recognition
models [3, 12,20,45,72] might be a solution to the problem. The scene-debiased
action recognition models show significant improvement for unseen action-scene
combinations [45] and for scenarios where actions and scenes are barely corre-
lated [47, 76]. However, as illustrated in Figure 1, scene-debiased action recog-
nition models often overlook the scene context as they are trained to disregard
scene information, omitting potentially valuable context.

In this work, we move beyond the limitations of prior works that disregard
scene context. We tackle an interesting yet relatively under-explored problem:
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learning DisEntangled VIdeo representations of Action and Scene (DEVIAS) for
holistic video understanding. Having both action and scene representations pro-
vides richer information than scene-debiased representations. With disentangled
action and scene representations, a video model can understand video regardless
of seen or unseen action-scene combinations. As illustrated in the third row of
Figure 1, with disentangled representations, a model could accurately recognize
that the people are dancing whether on a stage (a) or in a football field (b).

Disentangled action-scene representations allow for tailored applications; one
can adjust the emphasis on action or scene to suit specific tasks. For instance,
we can leverage scene context in some datasets where it is beneficial [24, 39, 64]
to boost action performance. On the other hand, in some tasks where scene
information is non-beneficial, we could encourage a model to focus on the action
rather than the scene context: e.g . barely correlated actions and scenes [30,47,76],
and action-scene combinations vary between training and test phases [14,45,56].

In this paper, we propose DEVIAS, a novel encoder-decoder architecture
to learn disentangled representations of action and scene with a single model.
DEVIAS consists of three parts: a disentangling encoder (DE), an action mask
decoder (AMD), and an action/scene classification head. The key to achieving
the disentanglement is employing both DE and AMD during training time. In
the DE, we employ the slot attention [50] to learn disentangled action and scene
representations. In the slot attention, multiple learnable slots compete with each
other as we normalize the attention coefficients over the slot axis. After a few
iterations of slot attention, the learnable slots progressively learn distinct infor-
mation, e.g . action, and scene. On top of DE, AMD further disentangles action
and scene representations. AMD is a lightweight decoder that learns to predict
action masks given an action slot as an input. Thanks to the complementary
nature of the slot attention, DEVIAS encourages the DE to learn not only good
action representation but also good scene representation. As a result, the DE
effectively learns disentangled action and scene representations.

To validate the effectiveness of DEVIAS, we carefully design a set of con-
trolled experiments. Through the experiments, we verify the effectiveness of
each representation in seen action-scene combination scenarios: UCF-101 [64],
Kinetics-400 [39], and HVU [19] and in unseen action-scene combination scenar-
ios: SCUBA [45], HAT [14], and HVU [19]. DEVIAS shows favorable performance
over the baselines in both seen and unseen combination scenarios. DEVIAS
also show favorable performance on various downstream tasks: Diving48 [47],
Something-Something-V2 [30], UCF-101 [64], and ActivityNet [24].

In this work, we make the following major contributions:

– We tackle an interesting and challenging yet relatively under-explored prob-
lem of learning disentangled action and scene representations. We aim to
shift the paradigm from merely recognizing actions to recognizing both ac-
tions and scenes in the video recognition field.

– We introduce DEVIAS, a novel encoder-decoder architecture designed to
learn disentangled action and scene representations. The key to achieving
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the disentanglement is employing both the disentangling encoder with slot
attention and the action mask decoder during training time.

– We conduct extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness of DEVIAS.
DEVIAS shows robust performance over the baselines, in both seen and
unseen action-scene combination scenarios and on various downstream tasks.

2 Related Work

Video action recognition. The last decade has seen remarkable progress
in video action recognition. Key approaches to action recognition include 2D
CNNs [22,38,48,57,63,89], two-stream CNNs [27,63], 3D CNNs [9,26,27,37,67,
68,73], 2D and 1D separable CNNs [68,81] or more recent transformer architec-
tures [1,5,25,28,33,51,58,77,83]. Despite the great progress, a common limitation
among the previous works is scene-biased action representation. The bias stems
from the spurious correlation between action and scene in the training data,
often leading to poor performance on the test data with different distributions.
In contrast to the prior works, we aim to reduce the influence of the spurious
correlation by learning disentangled representations of action and scene.
Mitigating scene bias in action recognition. The community has identified
scene bias [12, 47] as the devil of action recognition as biased models do not
generalize well to new tasks/domains. Scene debiasing is beneficial, enhancing
performance in downstream tasks [3, 12, 20, 21, 72], data-efficiency [29, 91], and
domain adaptation [13,61]. Yet, an often-overlooked aspect is that action repre-
sentation, when debiased from the scene context, may lose valuable contextual
information. In contrast to scene-debiasing, DEVIAS learns disentangled action
and scene representations. The disentangled representations enable tailored em-
phasis on either action or scene depending on the specific downstream tasks and
datasets.
Disentangled representation learning. Generative modeling works have ex-
tensively explored disentangled representation learning to manipulate each at-
tribute for image and video generation [6, 11, 18, 34, 35, 43, 44, 54, 59, 71, 75, 82].
Disentangled representation learning for video understanding includes disentan-
gling different attributes [69, 86], learning dynamic and static components of
videos [70, 87], and disentangling action and scene [49, 74] to improve action
recognition. We also focus on disentangled representations for video understand-
ing. Unlike prior works that overlook the quality and utility of the scene represen-
tation [49,74], we aim to learn not only high-quality action but also high-quality
scene representation. To the best of our knowledge, DEVIAS is a pioneering
effort in achieving this balanced focus on both action and scene recognition.

3 DEVIAS

We introduce DEVIAS, an encoder-decoder architecture designed to learn disen-
tangled action and scene representations within a unified model, as illustrated in
Figure 2. DEVIAS consists of i) a disentangling encoder (DE), ii) an action mask
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(b) Disentangling Encoder.
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Fig. 2: Overview of DEVIAS. (a) DEVIAS consists of i) a disentangling encoder
(DE), ii) an action mask decoder (AMD), and iii) a classification head. (b) Given an
input video, the DE first extracts a feature vector using a backbone encoder. Then the
DE learns multiple slots. Given input learnable slots as queries, the slot attention iter-
atively attends to encoded features as keys and values. As a result of the slot attention,
the slots progressively learn distinct information, i.e. action, and scene. Then a match-
ing function assigns each slot an action or a scene slot. We train action/scene slots with
corresponding labels. (c) Given an action slot, the AMD predicts action masks to learn
disentangled representations As slots are complementary in slot attention, the AMD
encourages the DE to learn not only good action but also good scene representations.

decoder (AMD), and iii) an action/scene prediction head. To learn disentangled
representations, it is crucial to employ both DE and AMD during training.

Given an input video, DE extracts a feature vector X ∈ RNT×D using a back-
bone transformer encoder, where N is the number of spatial patches, T is the
number of frames, and D denotes the dimension of patch embeddings. DE cap-
tures distinct information from the feature vectors, i.e. action, and scene by slot
attention. Given K learnable slots as queries, the slot attention iteratively at-
tends to encoded features as keys and values. Then the DE outputs disentangled
slots. With the slot attention, DEVIAS learns action and scene representations
by competition among multiple slots. Then a matching function solves K to 2
matching problem to determine an action and a scene slot. We supervise action
slot learning using action labels covering NA action types and scene slot learning
using scene labels covering NS scene types. We use a shared head for the action
and scene class prediction. For disentanglement, we employ a lightweight action
mask decoder. Given an action slot, AMD learns to predict action masks. We
provide detailed descriptions of the DE and the prediction head in Section 3.1,
AMD in Section 3.2, and training & inference of DEVIAS in Section 3.3.

3.1 Disentangling Encoder

Slot attention for disentangled representation learning. To learn disen-
tangled action and scene representations, DE employs the slot attention mecha-
nism [40,50]. In each slot attention iteration, we project an input feature vector
X ∈ RNT×D, and K learnable slots S ∈ RK×D to a common space with the
dimension Dh as follows: Q = SWQ ∈ RK×Dh , K = XWK ∈ RNT×Dh , and
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V = XWV ∈ RNT×Dh , where WQ, WK , and WV are the D ×Dh query, key,
and value projection matrices, respectively. Here, we omit the batch dimension
B, layer normalization [2], and GELU [32] for brevity.

Given the query, key, and value, we define slot attention operation as follows:

M = KQ⊤/
√
Dh. (1)

We normalize the attention map M ∈ RNT×K along the slot-axis fostering
competitive learning of action and scene representations in slots:

A(n, k) =
exp (M(n, k))∑K
i=1 exp (M(n, i))

. (2)

Here, n is the key index and k is the slot index. Then we normalize A along
the key-axis using the L2 norm function, yielding Â. Then we attend to input
features with the attention map Â as follows:

Z = Â⊤V. (3)

For each iteration m ∈ [1,M ], we update the slots as follows:

S = MLP(S+ Z) + S+ Z. (4)

The slots progressively encode disentangled action and scene information with
iterative updates as shown in Figure 2 (b). To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work that successfully utilizes slot attention to obtain disentangled
representations in video recognition.
Slot Matching. Among K learnable slots, DE selects an action and a scene
slot by solving a K to 2 matching problem. We use the cross-entropy between
a true label and a prediction as the cost function for the matching. We use a
classification head ψ, shared across the action and scene tasks, for the prediction.
After computing a K × 2 cost matrix, we solve the matching problem using the
Hungarian algorithm [42]. Please see the supplementary material for details.
Disentangling encoder loss. For action and scene slot learning, we define
the disentangling encoder loss with a unified head for predicting a NA + NS

dimensional vector as follows:

LDE = −
NA+NS∑

c=1

[yac log(ψ(Saction)) + ysc logψ(Sscene)]. (5)

Here, ya denotes the ground-truth action label and ys represents the ground-
truth scene label. Saction is the action slot, and Sscene is the scene slot. In cases
where the dataset does not provide ground truth scene labels, we obtain ys by
running a frozen off-the-shelf scene recognition model. For more details, please
see the supplementary material.
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Limitation. Due to the spurious correlation between actions and scenes in train-
ing data, naively using the slot attention does not fully disentangle action and
scene. As shown in Figure 2 (b), different slots represent distinct regions of a
video e.g . action (human), object, and scene regions. Since the training data has
a spurious correlation, the disentangling loss (5) could be decreased even if an
action slot and scene slot are assigned as opposite slots. The resulting model
would learn entangled representations, leading to poor performance on test data
with action-scene combinations different from the training data. To address the
issue, we design AMD as described in the next subsection.

3.2 Action Mask Decoder

We introduce the Action Mask Decoder (AMD) as shown in Figure 2 (c). Given
an action slot, AMD learns to predict an action mask. For the AMD to predict
a high-quality mask, the input slot should contain action information not scene
or object information. Therefore, employing the AMD prevents the DE from
learning entangled action and scene representations. Since slots are complemen-
tary to each other in slot attention, learning good action representation by AMD
encourages the DE to learn good scene representation as well.

Inspired by reconstruction-based representation learning methods [31,66], we
employ a lightweight decoder ϕ. The decoder takes the action slots Saction, and
the pseudo-human mask Ĥ as input and reconstructs an action mask. To obtain
pseudo-human masks, we can employ any off-the-shelf method [15,20,79,80]. We
choose a simple mask extraction approach [20] without learning. We define the
action mask decoding loss as follows:

LAMD = −H̃ log(ϕ(Saction))− (1− H̃) log(1− ϕ(Saction)). (6)

H̃ ∈ RN is the temporally averaged version of pseudo-human masks Ĥ ∈ RNT .

3.3 Training and Inference

Training. For model training, we define a total loss function as follows:

L = LDE + αLAMD + βLAG + γLcos. (7)

Here, LAG is the attention guidance loss to further guide the action slot learning.
We define LAG as a L2 loss between the attention map and the pseudo-human
masks: LAG = ||A(:, kaction) − Ĥ||22, where kaction is the action slot index. We
also incorporate the cosine similarity loss between every pair of slots to diversify
slots: Lcos =

1
K

∑K
i=1

∑
j ̸=i [1− cos(Si,Sj)]. α, β, and γ are hyperparameters.

Inference. During the inference, we use the disentangling encoder only. We feed
a video into the model to extract K slots. Among the K slots, we assign action
and scene slots based on the highest output probability. The linear classifier ψ
takes the action and scene slots to predict the action and scene labels.
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4 Experimental Results

In this section, we carefully design and conduct extensive experiments to answer
the following research questions: (1) Are the learned representations disentan-
gled? (Section 4.5) (2) Are the disentangled representations beneficial for achiev-
ing a balanced action and scene recognition performance in seen and unseen
action-scene combination scenarios? (Section 4.5) (3) Are disentangled represen-
tations beneficial for transfer learning? (Section 4.6) (4) How can we disentangle
representations? (Section 4.7) To this end, we first provide details about the im-
plementations in Section 4.1, the datasets in Section 4.2, the evaluation metrics
in Section 4.3, and the baselines in Section 4.4.

4.1 Implementation Details

In this section, we briefly explain the implementation details. For the compre-
hensive details, please refer to the supplementary material.
Training. We densely sample 16 frames from each video to construct an input
clip. We apply random cropping and resizing to every frame to get 224 × 224
pixels for each frame. We employ the ViT [23] pre-trained with self-supervised
VideoMAE [66] on the target dataset, e.g . UCF-101 in Table 2, and Kinetics-400
in Table 3, as our backbone encoder. We employ a 3-layer MLP as our action
mask decoder. We employ an off-the-shelf and non-learning-based pseudo-human
mask extractor [20] which computes foreground probability using pixel value
statistics. In cases where the ground-truth scene labels are not provided by the
dataset, e.g . UCF-101 and Kinetics-400, we employ the ViT pre-trained on the
Places365 [90] dataset as the frozen scene model to obtain pseudo scene labels.
Inference. During inference, we average predictions over multiple temporal
views and spatial crops, resulting in 2×3 views in all experiments.

4.2 Datasets

In this section, we briefly describe the datasets used. For the complete details,
please refer to the supplementary material. We evaluate DEVIAS across both
seen and unseen action-scene combination scenarios, employing the standard
training splits of either UCF-101 [64] or Kinetics-400 [39] for model training.
Seen combination. We use the original validation split of either UCF-101 [64]
or Kinetics-400 [39] for testing.
Unseen combination. We use the two synthetic datasets, SCUBA and HAT, to
test the models in diverse unseen action-scene combination scenarios. SCUBA [45]
and HAT [14] contain diverse combinations in several dataset versions, denoted
as SCUBA VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal and HAT Random/Far.
Realistic dataset. To evaluate performance using more realistic data, we rear-
range the holistic video understanding (HVU) dataset [19] which provides both
action and scene labels. We train models on the train split of the HVU. We test
the models on the seen and unseen combination splits we rearranged. Specifi-
cally, from the HVU validation set, we select videos with the same action-scene
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 3: Example frames of the datasets. (a) walking with dog on the grass from
HVU Seen [19], (b) walking with dog in snowfield from HVU Unseen [19], (c) dancing
on a golf course from HAT Far [14], (d) snowfield from HAT Scene-Only [14], and (e)
feeding goats from SCUBA VQGAN-CLIP [45].

combinations as the training set to construct a seen combination split. We se-
lect videos with the different action-scene combinations from the training set
to construct an unseen split. We show example frames of the datasets in the
Figure 3.
Downstream datasets. We pre-train models on the Kinetics-400. For fine-
tuning, we use both temporal-biased datasets, the Something-Something V2 [30],
and Diving48 [47], and scene-biased datasets, UCF-101 [64], and ActivityNet [24].

4.3 Evaluation Metric

We report action and scene recognition performance across both seen and unseen
action-scene combination scenarios. We use top-1 action recognition accuracy for
all the datasets and top-1 scene recognition for the HVU dataset. Since UCF-101
and Kinetics-400 datasets do not have scene labels, we resort to using pseudo-
labels generated by a Places365 [90] pre-trained scene model. Given the fine-
grained nature of the Places365 categories, we report top-5 accuracy for UCF-101
and Kinetics-400 scene recognition. To gauge a model’s balanced performance
in both seen and unseen combinations scenarios, we report the harmonic mean
(H.M.) across four performance metrics as our main metric: i) seen, and ii)
unseen combinations action, iii) seen, and iv) unseen combinations scene.

4.4 Baselines

Multi-task supervision. For a fair comparison, we mainly compare DEVIAS
to the baselines with both action and scene supervision exactly same as ours.
The Two-Token baseline involves a feature encoder and two distinct learnable
tokens: one for action and another for scene, appended to the input patches.
We supervise the action and scene tokens using their respective ground-truth la-
bels. Additionally, we explore two variations of this baseline, each incorporating
either the BE [72] or FAME [20] debiasing methods. Unlike the Two-Token ap-
proach, the One-Token baseline has a single token and employs a multi-task loss
combining both action and scene losses to learn the token. We provide detailed
descriptions and accompanying figures of the baselines in the supplementary
materials.
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Table 1: Sanity check of disentanglement using k-NN. We compare models
trained on the UCF-101 [64] using k-NN classification accuracy (%) on the UCF-101
and HMDB-51 [41]. For each column, we show {train}-{test} features of k-NN. ‘A’
and ‘S’ represent action and scene, respectively. The best performance is highlighted.

Method
k-NN Normal Features (↑) k-NN Reverse Features (↓)

UCF-101 HMDB-51 UCF-101 HMDB-51

A-A S-S A-A S-S A-S S-A A-S S-A

Random 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.3

One-Token 87.7 43.5 43.4 27.5 87.7 43.5 43.4 27.5
Two-Token 84.2 43.6 37.4 25.7 62.8 37.1 27.3 20.7
DEVIAS 89.7 41.8 38.8 26.3 4.5 0.3 1.9 0.9

Upperbound 92.0 48.8 60.5 38.1 - - - -

Single-task supervision. We compare DEVIAS with the baselines with single-
task supervision for reference. There are two naive ViT baselines trained us-
ing only action or scene labels and two scene-debiasing baselines: BE [72] and
FAME [20] trained only with action labels.

4.5 Quantitative Analysis

Sanity-check: k-NN experiments. Before the main experiments, we check
the sanity of DEVIAS. For representation learning, we train DEVIAS and the
baselines on the UCF-101 [64] train split. Then we store the action and scene
feature vectors from all the training videos in the target datasets, UCF-101 and
HMDB-51 [41]. For k-NN testing, we evaluate performance in two scenarios:
using the same feature types as in training (k-NN Normal Features), and using
the alternate feature types (k-NN Reverse Features), as shown in Table 1.

e.g . ‘A-S’ indicates training the k-NN classifier with action features and test-
ing with scene features. We anticipate that if a model has disentangled action
and scene representations, it would perform well in the k-NN Normal Features
scenario, and show near-random performance in the k-NN Reverse Features sce-
nario. In Table 1, we compare our method with the One-Token and Two-Token
baselines and the random performance.

For the experiments, we employ a 10-NN setting and report top-1 accuracy.
We train both the baseline and DEVIAS on UCF-101. The upper bound rep-
resents the performance achieved with supervised training on each dataset. In
the k-NN Normal Features scenario, all the methods compared show reason-
able action and scene recognition performances. However, in the k-NN Reverse
scenario, only DEVIAS shows near-random performance. The results verify the
disentangled action and scene representations of DEVIAS.
UCF-101 results. In Table 2, we evaluate the methods on the UCF-101 dataset.
Notably, the action performance of the Two-Token baseline decreases compared
to the Naive Action ViT baseline in unseen combination scenarios: 16.7% vs.
15.5%. The results indicate that the Two-Token baseline still learns scene-biased
representations. When we apply the scene debiasing techniques to the Two-
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Table 2: Action and scene recognition performance on the UCF-101 dataset.
We report the Top-1 action recognition and the Top-5 scene recognition accuracies (%).
We evaluate both seen and unseen action-scene combination scenarios. We also report
the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action recognition and scene recognition. V.C./Sin.
denotes the SCUBA [45] VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal; S.O./Rand. denotes the HAT [14]
Scene-Only/Random. The best and the second-best H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Training
Strategy

Supervision
Action(↑) Scene(↑)

Method
Seen

Unseen
Seen

Unseen H.M.

Action Scene V.C. Sin. Mean S.O. Rand. Far Mean

Single-Task

✓ × Naive Action ViT 92.9 12.4 21.0 16.7 - - - - - -
✓ × BE [72] 92.3 12.1 38.7 25.4 - - - - - -
✓ × FAME [20] 91.6 24.8 15.6 20.2 - - - - - -
× ✓ Naive Scene ViT - - - - 72.0 61.7 62.8 69.6 64.7 -

Multi-Task

✓ ✓ One-Token 91.9 5.0 21.8 13.4 74.0 60.5 58.0 66.5 61.7 34.7
✓ ✓ Two-Token 86.0 11.1 19.9 15.5 72.3 59.6 59.2 67.1 62.0 37.7
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ BE [72] 89.9 13.0 20.5 16.8 74.2 62.3 59.3 69.5 63.7 40.1
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 89.5 25.3 15.3 20.3 73.2 61.4 62.8 70.3 64.8 44.7

Disentangle ✓ ✓ DEVIAS 90.1 40.1 38.6 39.4 74.0 61.0 62.4 70.2 64.5 61.1

Token baseline, we observe action performance improvement of 1.3 ∼ 4.8 points
in unseen combination scenarios, and 2.4 ∼ 7.0 points improvement in H.M.
compared to the Two-Token without debiasing. DEVIAS stands out by showing
a more balanced performance of action and scene, achieving a significant 16.4
points boost over the second-best method in the H.M.. Remarkably, as a single
model, DEVIAS surpasses the oracle performance of individual Action ViT with
debiasing (BE) and Naive Scene ViT models: 50.3% vs. 61.1%.
Kinetics-400 results. In Table 3, we present the experimental results on the
Kinetics-400 dataset, where DEVIAS shows a 1.6 points improvement in H.M.
over the second-best method. The overall trend among methods remains similar
to the trend we observe in the UCF-101 dataset.
HVU results. To further validate DEVIAS using more realistic data, we show
the results on the HVU dataset [19] in Table 4. DEVIAS achieves the best perfor-
mance in both action and scene recognition performance compared to baselines,
showing a 2.4 points improvement in H.M. over the second-best method. The
results demonstrate the effectiveness of DEVIAS when using more realistic data.

4.6 Downstream Task

We investigate whether the disentangled action and scene representation is ben-
eficial or not in various downstream tasks. We conduct a set of transfer learning
experiments: using the model weights trained on the source dataset as the ini-
tialization, we fine-tune the models on the target datasets. For the target dataset
fine-tuning, we use only the cross-entropy loss with action ground-truth labels.

We compare DEVIAS with naive baselines (Action ViT, Scene ViT), scene
debiasing methods (BE [72], FAME [20]), and the multi-task baselines (Two-
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Table 3: Action and scene recognition performance on the Kinetics-400. We
report the Top-1 action recognition and the Top-5 scene recognition accuracies (%).
We evaluate both seen and unseen action-scene combination scenarios. We also report
the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action recognition and scene recognition. V.C./Sin.
denotes the SCUBA [45] VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal; S.O./Rand. denotes the HAT [14]
Scene-Only/Random. The best and the second-best H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Training
Strategy

Supervision
Action(↑) Scene(↑)

Method
Seen

Unseen
Seen

Unseen H.M.

Action Scene V.C. Sin. Mean S.O. Rand. Far Mean

Single-Task

✓ × Naive Action ViT 76.8 41.6 49.6 45.6 - - - - - -
✓ × BE [72] 77.6 43.2 52.2 47.7 - - - - - -
✓ × FAME [20] 77.8 49.7 56.8 53.3 - - - - - -
× ✓ Naive Scene ViT - - - - 86.5 82.6 79.9 81.2 81.2 -

Multi-Task

✓ ✓ One-Token 74.2 35.2 45.6 40.4 87.9 83.8 80.8 81.5 82.0 64.7
✓ ✓ Two-Token 75.0 34.9 46.6 40.8 86.4 75.8 78.3 80.3 78.1 64.3
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ BE [72] 75.1 35.8 48.0 41.9 87.7 82.9 80.0 81.5 81.5 65.7
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 75.0 45.5 51.5 48.5 87.3 77.4 81.1 82.6 80.4 69.2

Disentangle ✓ ✓ DEVIAS 77.3 50.3 58.8 54.6 82.0 76.5 75.7 77.1 76.4 70.8

Table 4: Action and scene recognition performance on the HVU dataset.
We report the Top-1 accuracy (%) in both seen and unseen scenarios. We also report
the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action and scene performance. The best and the
second-best H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Training
Strategy

Supervision Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Action Scene Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

Single-Task
✓ × Naive Action ViT 82.5 34.9 - - -
✓ × FAME [20] 81.0 35.4 - - -
× ✓ Naive Scene ViT - - 97.0 45.4 -

Multi-Task ✓ ✓ Two-Token 80.5 34.9 98.5 45.9 54.8
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 81.5 34.1 98.5 47.2 54.8

Disentangle ✓ ✓ DEVIAS 83.5 36.2 99.0 49.3 57.2

Token, Two-Token w/ FAME). For fine-tuning DEVIAS, we concatenate the
action and scene tokens and feed the feature vector into the classification head.
In Table 11, DEVIAS shows favorable performance on the downstream tasks
across the temporal-biased and scene-biased tasks compared to the baselines.

4.7 Ablation Study

We conduct extensive ablation studies to validate the efficacy of each proposed
module and design choices. We train all models on the UCF-101 [64] train split.
For evaluating action performance, we report top-1 accuracy on the validation
split of UCF-101 (seen), and SCUBA-VQGAN-CLIP (unseen). [45]. For scene
performance, we report top-5 accuracy on the validation split of UCF-101 (seen)
and UCF-101-Scene-only [14] (unseen). We report the harmonic mean of the four
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Table 5: Downstream task performance. We report Top-1 accuracy (%). All mod-
els are pre-trained on the Kinetics-400 and then fine-tuned on the downstream datasets.
SSV2 denotes the Something-Something-V2 dataset. The best and the second-best
H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Pretraining
Strategy Method Temporal-biased Scene-biased

Diving48 SSV2 UCF-101 ActivityNet H.M.

Single-Task

Naive Action ViT 81.5 74.2 98.5 84.4 83.8
BE [72] 81.9 74.5 98.3 84.6 84.0
FAME [20] 80.6 74.2 98.3 83.8 83.4
Naive Scene ViT 73.1 71.8 92.0 73.1 76.7

Multi-Task Two-Token 80.1 73.7 98.2 83.7 83.0
Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 78.7 73.5 98.1 81.5 82.0

Disentangle DEVIAS 84.4 75.2 98.4 84.5 84.8

performances to assess the balanced performance of action and scene recognition.
Please refer to the supplementary material for more ablation experiments.
Effect of the disentangling encoder. We investigate the effect of the DE. As
shown in Table 14 (a), incorporating the DE results in 13.4 points enhancement
in the H.M. compared to the baseline without the DE (with the AMD).
Effect of the action mask decoder. In Table 14 (b), we investigate the
effect of the AMD. Compared to the baseline without the AMD (with the DE),
employing AMD shows a significant improvement of 5.9 points in the H.M.. The
results in Table 14 (a) and (b), underscore the importance of employing both DE
and AMD for effective disentanglement of action and scene representations.
Ablation study on the decoder design choices. In Table 14 (c), we investi-
gate various decoder design choices. In the first column, ‘Pixel’ and ‘Mask’ denote
an AMD reconstructing RGB pixel values and action masks, respectively. Com-
pared to the action pixel reconstruction, the action mask reconstruction shows
2.6 points improvement. Decoding the action slot only shows the best perfor-
mance (60.7%) compared to decoding the scene slot only (53.1%) and decoding
both the action and scene slots (52.8%).
Effect of hyperparameters. Increasing the number of slot attention iterations
improves the H.M. by 4.9 points as shown in the first and second rows in Table 14
(d). Using shared parameters for slot attention shows 5.6 points improvement
compared to using separate parameters for each slot attention layer. We see a
decrease in performance when using more slots, as shown in the fourth row.
Effect of slot assignment method. We examine the Hungarian matching
when assigning disentangled slots as action or scene slots in Table 14 (g). We
observe a superior performance of 60.7 points H.M. when training with Hungar-
ian matching, compared to both hard assignment and greedy matching of each
slot to action and scene roles.
Effect of softmax normalization axis. In Table 14 (h), we analyze the effect
of the softmax normalization axis. Applying softmax normalization along the
slot-axis, as opposed to the conventional key-axis normalization, results in a gain
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Table 6: Ablation study. To validate the effect of each component, we show the
results on the UCF-101 dataset. In every experiment, we use a ViT backbone pre-
trained on the UCF-101. We report the Top-1 accuracy (%) for the action and the
Top-5 accuracy (%) for the scene recognition, along with the harmonic mean (H.M.)
of the two accuracies. The best numbers are highlighted.

(a) Effect of disentangling encoder. (b) Effect of action mask decoder.

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

w/o disentangling encoder 89.1 23.7 71.5 58.7 47.3
w/ disentangling encoder 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

w/o action mask decoder 90.0 31.6 73.7 59.8 54.8
w/ action mask decoder 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7

(c) Ablations on decoder design choices. (d) Effect of hyperparameters.

Target Action Scene Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

Pixel ✓ × 89.7 36.4 72.5 61.0 58.1
Mask ✓ × 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7
Mask × ✓ 89.4 28.9 74.7 61.9 53.1
Mask ✓ ✓ 89.3 28.6 74.6 61.6 52.8

Hyperparameters Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
No. Slots No. Iter. Shared? Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

2 2 ✓ 90.5 33.1 73.5 59.4 55.8
2 4 ✓ 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7
2 4 × 89.1 33.4 70.7 57.7 55.1
4 4 ✓ 89.1 39.5 71.3 58.6 59.1

(g) Effect of slot assignment. (h) Effect of softmax axis. (i) Effect of mask extraction.

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

Hard assign 89.4 35.1 71.1 58.3 56.4
Greedy 87.2 37.1 69.7 56.7 56.8
Hungarian 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7

Axis Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

Keys 89.6 33.0 73.9 61.6 56.2
Slots 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

FAME [20] 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7
Segformer [80] 90.0 46.6 73.8 59.9 63.7

of 4.5 points in the H.M. The results indicate that slot attention, by competitively
isolating features, significantly contributes to disentanglement.
Effect of mask extraction method. Throughout our experiments, we utilize
a simple mask extraction approach without learning [20] by default. However,
when using a learned segmentation method e.g . SegFormer [80], we observe a
further improvement: 3.0 points increase in H.M. as shown in Table 14 (i).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we tackle the under-explored problem of disentangled action and
scene representation learning for holistic video understanding. We propose DE-
VIAS, a novel method that employs a disentangling encoder with the slot at-
tention mechanism and action mask decoder to effectively learn disentangled
action and scene representations. Through rigorous experiments, we assess both
the action and scene recognition performance of DEVIAS in seen and unseen
action-scene combination scenarios. DEVIAS shows favorable performance com-
pared to the baselines. Furthermore, we demonstrate that disentangled action
and scene representations are beneficial for various downstream tasks. The re-
sults showcase the effectiveness of the DEVIAS in learning disentangled action
and scene representations as a single model. We believe our work provides inter-
esting insights into the video understanding community and will inspire future
advancements.
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DEVIAS: Learning Disentangled Video
Representations of Action and Scene

Supplementary Material

In this supplementary material, we provide comprehensive method/implemen-
tation/baseline/dataset details, and quantitative/qualitative results to comple-
ment the main paper. We organize the supplementary material as follows:

A. Additional details about DEVIAS
B. Complete implementation details
C. Compared method details
D. Dataset details
E. Evaluation metric
F. Additional results

A Additional Details about DEVIAS

In this section, we provide details of DEVIAS. In our implementation, we employ
ViT-Base [23] as the encoder.
Data augmentation. In DEVIAS, we augment input videos to diversify action-
scene combinations. Previous works [20, 91] have demonstrated that scene aug-
mentation by mixing up using a human mask improves action recognition. We
mix a video Vi with another video Vj within a minibatch, by cut-and-paste
operation as follows:

Ṽi = Vi ⊙ H̃i +Vj ⊙ (1− H̃i), (8)

where , H̃i is a pseudo-human mask of the video Vi extracted by an off-the-
shelf method [20]. This simple scenario augmentation can diversify action-scene
combinations in a training dataset.
Scene model. In cases where the dataset does not provide ground truth scene
labels, we obtain scene labels by running a frozen off-the-shelf scene recognition
model. We opt to use a ViT-Base as a frozen scene model to generate pseudo
scene labels for each video in the action recognition datasets we use. We prepare
the frozen scene model by training a ViT-Base on the Places365 [90] dataset.
Given that we are dealing with video data, we inflate the static images of the
Places365 dataset to introduce a temporal dimension. We generate a pseudo
scene label, denoted as ys, by taking the frozen scene model prediction on a video
V. We also provide additional results using various scene models in Section F.4.
Unified classification head. We employ a unified linear classification head, ψ,
designed to output a vector of dimension NA + NS , for predicting both action
with NA classes and scene with NS classes.
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Slot matching. Following the previous works [8,50], we employ the Hungarian
algorithm [42] as our matching function to assign each learned slot as either an
action or scene based on the matching cost. We use the cross-entropy between a
true label (or a pseudo label) and a prediction as the cost function for matching.
In order to align the dimensions of the (pseudo) ground-truth label with those
of the unified head, we zero-pad the end of the (pseudo) ground-truth label,
extending it to match the combined length of NA +NS .

Algorithm 1: Slot attention
1: INPUT: Slots S ∈ RK×D, Features X ∈ RNT×D, Number of iterations M ,

and Hidden dimension Dh

2: Layer params: WQ, WK , WV : RD×Dh linear projections for attention;
LayerNorm; Linear, GELU for MLP

3: for m = 1 to M do
4: Q = WQ(LayerNorm(S))
5: K = WK(LayerNorm(X))
6: V = WV (LayerNorm(X))

7: A = Softmax
(

KQ⊤
√
Dh

, axis=‘slots’
)

8: Â = L2Norm(A, axis=‘key’)
9: Z = Â⊤V

10: Zmlp = Linear(GELU(Linear(S+ Z)))
11: S = Zmlp + S+ Z
12: end for
13: return S

Slot attention. We provide a detailed pseudo-code for the slot attention in
Algorithm 1. Note that within the slot attention, all linear layers share weights.

B Complete Implementation Details

In this section, we provide comprehensive details of our experimental setup and
implementation details. We conduct the experiments with 24 NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 3090 GPUs. We build upon the codebase of VideoMAE [66]. We implement
DEVIAS using the DeepSpeed framework for faster training.
Data preprocessing. We densely sample frames from a video to obtain a clip
of 3 channels × 16 frames × 224 width × 224 height. We set the frame interval
as 4 frames for the dense sampling. Given the sampled clip, we apply the data
augmentation described in Section A. We use the augmented clip as an input
to the encoder and the scene model. Following VideoMAE [66], we employ 3D
convolution for patch embedding to effectively reduce the temporal dimension
by half. This process results in a total of 8 × 196 tokens. We maintain this data
preprocessing protocol consistent across all experiments.

https://github.com/MCG-NJU/VideoMAE
https://github.com/microsoft/DeepSpeed

https://github.com/MCG-NJU/VideoMAE
https://github.com/microsoft/DeepSpeed
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Fig. 4: Architecture of baselines. All baselines use the same encoder, ViT [23]. (a)
and (b) use separate tokens for action and scene, and (c) and (d) use a single token.
(a) and (c) use separate classification heads for action and scene, and (b) and (d) use
a unified classification head.

Scene model training. We employ a ViT-Base, pre-trained on the ImageNet-
1k [17] with the MAE [31] training method, fine-tuned on the Places365 [90]
as the scene model. Given that we are dealing with video data, we inflate the
static images of the Places365 dataset to introduce a temporal dimension. We
summarize the hyperparameters used in Table 15.
Model training. We employ ViT-Base as our encoder. We use the ViT-Base
pre-trained with the VideoMAE [66] training strategy on the dataset we use
in the main paper, e.g . UCF-101 and Kinetics-400. For the HVU [19] experi-
ments, we use the ViT-Base pre-trained on the Kinetics-400 using the Video-
MAE training strategy. In the case of the UCF-101, we further fine-tune the
pre-trained ViT-Base with action supervision, before the disentangled represen-
tation learning as we empirically find it is beneficial for stabilizing the training
process. We obtain the pseudo-human mask for UCF-101, Kinetics-400, and
HVU datasets using FAME [20] as it does not require any external object de-
tector. FAME extracts the moving foreground region from the background re-
gions using frame difference and color statistics. In FAME, the parameter τ
represents the threshold for the foreground ratio in the mask, selecting the top-
k percentage as the foreground. For instance, a τ value of 0.4 indicates that
the top 40% of the mask is considered as foreground regions. The augmenta-
tion ratio within a batch, denoted by ρ, determines the proportion of scene
augmented data in a batch using (8). For UCF-101, we set τ and ρ to 0.3
and 0.4, respectively. For Kinetics-400, we set them to 0.5 and 0.8. For HVU,
we set them to 0.5 and 0.25. We linearly scale the base learning rate, then
actual lr = base lr × Per GPU batch size × number of GPUs/256. We summa-
rize the hyperparameters used in Table 22.
Inference. During inference, we sample an input video multiple times to gen-
erate multiple temporal views. We resize each frame of each temporal view to
256× 256. Subsequently, we crop the video multiple times to generate multiple
spatial crops. The final prediction is obtained by aggregating predictions from
(temporal views) × (spatial crops). For the UCF-101, Kinetics-400, and HVU
datasets, we employ the (2 clips) × (3 crops) configuration.

C Compared Method Details

In this section, we provide detailed descriptions of the methods and baselines
compared with DEVIAS in the experiments.
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C.1 Single-task supervision.

Naive baselines. We define the baselines with single supervision, either action
or scene, without considering debiasing and disentangling as naive baselines. We
have three naive baselines: i) the naive baseline ViT with action supervision
denoted as Naive Action ViT, ii) the naive baseline ViT with action supervi-
sion and some data augmentations denoted as Naive Action ViT w/ Aug., iii)
the naive baseline ViT with scene supervision denoted as Naive Scene ViT. All
three baselines are equipped with ViT-Base as the backbone. We summarize the
hyperparameters used in Table 16, Table 17 and Table 18. In the case of Naive
Action ViT w/ Aug., we employ mixup [85], cutmix [84], and random erasing [88]
augmentations to add some robustness. The Naive Scene ViT is exactly the same
as the Naive Action ViT except that we use pseudo-scene labels instead of action
labels.
Scene debiasing methods. We compare DEVIAS with state-of-the-art self-
supervised scene debiasing methods: BE [72] and FAME [20]. We employ a ViT-
Base as an encoder and use either BE or FAME as a scene-debiasing data aug-
mentation. BE randomly selects a frame from the same video and mixes it with
the other frames, using a weight drawn from a uniform distribution between 0
and 0.3. FAME extracts a foreground mask and shuffles the background regions
among the videos as denoted in (8), with both τ and ρ parameters set to 0.5.
We summarize the hyperparameters used in Table 19 and Table 20.

C.2 Multi-task supervision.

We provide a detailed description and figures for the multi-task baselines. We
show the One-Token baseline in Figure 4 (c). We train the one-token model
with a single classification token from ViT [23]. The Two-Token baseline uses
two distinct learnable tokens: one is for action and another is for the scene, as
depicted in Figure 4 (a). Both the One-Token and Two-Token baselines have
separate heads for action and scene classification. Laction is the cross-entropy
loss with the ground-truth action label and Lscene is the cross-entropy with the
pseudo-scene label.

For a more detailed ablation study, we replace the separate classification
heads in Figure 4 (a) and (c) with a single unified classification head, as shown
in Figure 4 (b) and (d). In models with a unified classification head, we use
the disentangling loss, LDE , described in the main paper. The hyperparameter
setting is identical to the setting for the Naive Action ViT. We summarize the
hyperparameters used in Table 16. Additionally, we add either the BE or FAME
as a data augmentation on top of the multi-task baseline with separate classifi-
cation heads (Figure 4 (c)). We summarize the hyperparameters used for these
settings in Table 19 and Table 20.

D Dataset Details

In this section, we provide a detailed description of the datasets.
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D.1 Training dataset

We train DEVIAS and baselines on the train set of the UCF-101 [64], and
Kinetics-400 [39] datasets. The UCF-101 [64] dataset consists of 9,537 train-
ing videos and 3,783 test videos from 101 classes. The Kinetics-400 [39] dataset
comprises ∼ 240K training videos and ∼20K validation videos from 400 classes.

To evaluate the proposed method using more realistic data, we also train the
models on the HVU [19] dataset. The HVU [19] provides multiple task annota-
tions including action and scene annotations per video. In the original HVU train
split, there are 480k videos with 739 action categories and 248 scene categories.
To evaluate the action and scene recognition performance in both the seen and
unseen combinations scenarios, we sample 27,532 videos out of the 480k videos
from the original train split. Each sampled video has a single action label and a
single scene label. In the resulting train split, we have 641 action and 184 scene
categories.

D.2 Test dataset

For testing, we use the test or validation set of diverse datasets for thorough
evaluation: UCF-101, Kinetics-400, HAT [14], SCUBA [45], and HVU [19]. Since
the other datasets except the HVU dataset do not have ground-truth scene labels,
we generate pseudo-scene labels using the scene model described in Section A.
We categorize the datasets into seen combination datasets, unseen combination
datasets, and realistic dataset.
Seen combination datasets. The seen combination dataset consists of action-
scene combinations used in the training time: e.g . playing basketball on a bas-
ketball court. In action recognition, datasets such as UCF-101 [64], and Kinetics-
400 [39] are considered as seen combination datasets, exhibiting a high correla-
tion between action and scene [12,47]. We evaluate our model on the test set of
the UCF-101 dataset (3,783 videos) and the validation set of the Kinetics-400
dataset (∼ 20K videos) in this paper.
Unseen combination datasets. The unseen combination dataset consists of
action-scene combinations not used during the training time: e.g . dancing in
the mall [12]. SCUBA [45] and HAT [14] synthesize unseen combination videos
by applying segmentation models to seen combination videos such as UCF-101
and Kinetics-400. Please note that both the SCUBA and HAT datasets do not
provide a training set.

SCUBA [45] comprises videos created by superimposing action regions ex-
tracted from a video onto various scenes. There are three different scene sources:
i) the validation set of Places365 [90], ii) 2000 scene images generated by VQGAN-
CLIP [16] with the template of a random category of Places365 and a random
artistic style, and iii) random images with S-shaped stripe patterns generated
by sinusoidal functions. The UCF-101-SCUBA consists of combinations of 910
videos in the first split of the UCF-101 validation set and five randomly se-
lected scene images from each source, resulting in a total of 4,550 videos for
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each source. Each set of the Kinetics-400-SCUBA, i.e. Kinetics-400-SCUBA-
Places365, Kinetics-400-SCUBA-VQGAN-CLIP, and Kinetics-400-SCUBA-Sin
usoid, contains 10,190 videos for each background source, generated by pairing
10,190 videos from the Kinetics-400 validation set with a single background im-
age. There exists a version assessed by Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) human
workers to determine whether the video clearly holds the action. Following the
previous work [45], we use the version without AMT human assessment for a
fair comparison.

HAT [14] is another synthesized dataset for evaluating the effect of scene
(background) bias in action recognition models. In this dataset, the ‘Scene-Only’
set consists of videos with the background only. The set is generated by removing
all human regions and inpainting the human regions. The ‘Scene-Only’ set has
19,877 videos in the HAT-Kinetics-400 dataset and 3,783 videos in the HAT-
UCF-101 dataset.

The ‘Action-Swap’ set comprises synthesized videos by combining the seg-
mented human regions from a video with a background video generated by
human-region inpainting. There are four different versions of the ‘Action-Swap’
set: ‘Random’, ‘Close’, ‘Far’, and ‘Same’. The ‘Random’ indicates that the back-
ground video belongs to a random action class. The ‘Close’ and ‘Far’ videos are
the result of precisely manipulating the selection of the backgrounds to be either
similar to or significantly different from the original background. To assess the
similarity of the backgrounds between a pair of videos, the authors [14] employ
a Places365 [90] trained scene classification model. The ‘Same’ consists of videos
where the background comes from a video with the same action class as the
original video. We exclude the ‘Same’ in our experiments as we use the original
UCF-101 and Kinetics datasets as seen combination datasets. The ‘Action-Swap’
set has 5,631 videos in the HAT-Kinetics-400 dataset.

Since there are no publicly available annotations of ‘Random’, ‘Close’, ‘Far’,
and ‘Same’ sets in the HAT-UCF-101 dataset, we create and employ our own.
Following the previous work [14], we use 1,572 videos only where human masks
cover between 5% to 50% of the total pixel count. In the HAT-UCF-101 dataset,
we use the closest 5 action classes for ‘Close’ and the farthest 30 action classes
for ‘Far’. Each version of the ‘Action-Swap’ set has three splits with different
combinations of actions and backgrounds.
Realistic dataset. To evaluate performance using more realistic data, we rear-
range the holistic video understanding (HVU) dataset [19] which provides both
action and scene labels. Since the HVU [19] dataset contains both action and
scene labels, we utilize the samples from the validation set to construct seen
and unseen combination splits. We observe that the HVU is highly imbalanced
in terms of both action and scene labels. Therefore, we select the top 400 most
frequent action labels and the top 20 most frequent scene labels in the training
set, resulting in a total of 1365 videos. Within this set, the unseen combination
split consists of combinations of action labels and scene labels that appear five
times or less in the training set, totaling approximately 200 videos. And, the
seen combination split is composed of the top 200 videos based on the frequency
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Table 7: Action and scene recognition performance on the UCF-101 dataset.
We report the Top-1 action recognition accuracy and the Top-5 scene recognition ac-
curacy. We evaluate both seen and unseen recognition performances. We also report
the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action recognition and scene recognition. V.C./Sin.
denotes the SCUBA [45] VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal; S.O./Rand. denotes the HAT [14]
Scene-Only/Random. The best and the second-best H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Training
Strategy

Supervision

Action(↑) Scene(↑)

Seen
Unseen

Seen
Unseen

Method SCUBA [45] HAT [14] Mean HAT [14] Mean
Action Scene Places365 V.C. Sin. Rand. Close Far S.O. Rand. Close Far

H.M.

Single-Task

✓ × Naive Action ViT 92.9 15.0 12.4 21.0 23.5 27.7 14.1 19.0 - - - - - - -
✓ × Action ViT w/ Aug. 90.0 19.1 18.8 19.4 21.4 27.3 13.0 19.8 - - - - - - -
✓ × BE [72] 92.3 16.1 12.1 38.7 29.6 34.5 19.2 25.0 - - - - - - -
✓ × FAME [20] 91.6 22.0 24.8 15.6 36.7 41.7 30.6 28.6 - - - - - - -
× ✓ Naive Scene ViT - - - - - - - - - 72.0 61.7 62.8 60.8 69.6 63.7 -

Multi-Task

✓ ✓ One-Token 91.9 10.5 5.0 21.8 19.8 27.9 8.8 15.6 74.0 60.5 58.0 57.6 66.5 60.7 38.1
✓ ✓ Two-Token 86.0 11.9 11.1 19.9 17.3 23.9 9.1 15.5 72.3 59.6 59.2 57.8 67.1 60.9 37.6
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ BE [72] 89.9 15.0 13.0 20.5 22.4 29.0 12.2 18.7 74.2 62.3 59.3 58.4 69.5 62.4 42.5
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 89.5 21.7 25.3 15.3 32.9 38.2 26.4 26.6 73.2 61.4 62.8 61.3 70.3 64.0 51.2

Disentangle ✓ ✓ DEVIAS 90.1 41.1 40.1 38.6 39.4 41.3 35.2 39.3 74.0 61.0 62.4 59.8 70.2 63.4 60.8

of occurrence of combinations of action labels and scene labels in the training
set.

E Evaluation Metric

To gauge a model’s balanced performance in both seen and unseen combinations
scenarios, we report the harmonic mean (H.M.) across four performance metrics
as our main metric: i) seen, ii) unseen combinations action, iii) seen, and iv) un-
seen combinations scene. The harmonic mean (H.M.) is a widely accepted metric
for assessing the balanced performance across multiple measures. A well-known
example is the F1 score: a harmonic mean of precision and recall. Many works on
open-set recognition/adaptation, e.g . ANNA [46], UADAL [36], OVANet [62],
and ROS [7] also use the H.M. to measure the balanced performance of recogniz-
ing seen and unseen classes. Therefore, we use the H.M. to measure the balanced
seen/unseen combinations of action/scene performance.

F Additional Results

F.1 Comprehensive experimental results

To provide comprehensive experimental results, we augment the tables in the
main paper by incorporating the unseen combination action recognition per-
formances on the HAT [14] dataset. We append the results on the HAT ‘Ran-
dom’, ‘Close’, and ‘Far’ for action recognition and the results on the ‘Close’
for the scene recognition. We show the arithmetic mean of unseen combina-
tion action recognition performance of the six performances on the SCUBA [45]
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Table 8: Action and scene recognition performance on the Kinetics-400
dataset. We report the Top-1 action recognition accuracy and the Top-5 scene recog-
nition accuracy. We evaluate both seen and unseen recognition performances. We also
report the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action recognition and scene recognition.
V.C./Sin. denotes the SCUBA [45] VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal; S.O./Rand. denotes the
HAT [14] Scene-Only/Random. The best and the second-best H.M. numbers are high-
lighted.

Training
Strategy

Supervision

Action(↑) Scene(↑)

Seen
Unseen

Seen
Unseen

Method SCUBA [45] HAT [14] Mean HAT [14] Mean
Action Scene Places365 V.C. Sin. Rand. Close Far S.O. Rand. Close Far

H.M.

Single-Task

✓ × Naive Action ViT 76.8 41.3 41.6 49.6 14.4 23.2 11.4 30.3 - - - - - - -
✓ × Naive Action ViT w/ Aug. 77.6 50.7 49.4 57.3 15.1 24.7 11.9 34.9 - - - - - - -
✓ × BE [72] 77.6 43.1 43.2 52.2 15.1 24.1 11.7 31.6 - - - - - - -
✓ × FAME [20] 77.8 49.3 49.7 56.8 22.9 29.6 19.9 38.0 - - - - - - -
× ✓ Naive Scene ViT - - - - - - - - - 86.5 82.6 79.9 81.0 81.2 81.2 -

Multi-Task

✓ ✓ One-Token 74.2 34.5 35.2 45.6 11.9 21.3 8.7 26.2 87.9 83.8 80.8 82.7 81.5 82.2 53.2
✓ ✓ Two-Token 75.1 35.3 34.9 46.6 12.5 21.5 9.3 26.7 86.4 75.8 78.3 79.4 80.3 78.5 53.3
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ BE [72] 75.1 35.7 35.8 48.0 13.0 21.9 9.7 27.4 87.7 82.9 80.0 81.4 81.5 81.5 54.4
✓ ✓ Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 75.0 43.0 45.5 51.5 20.7 28.2 17.9 34.5 87.3 77.4 81.1 81.7 82.6 80.7 60.5

Disentangle ✓ ✓ DEVIAS 77.3 48.9 50.3 58.8 21.8 30.1 18.9 38.1 82.0 76.5 75.7 76.0 77.1 76.3 62.0

and HAT [14] datasets: ‘SCUBA-Places365’, ‘SCUBA-VQGAN-CLIP’, ‘SCUBA-
Sinusoid’, ‘HAT-Random’, ‘HAT-Close’, and ‘HAT-Far’. For the unseen combi-
nation scene recognition, we show the arithmetic mean of the four performances
of the HAT dataset: ‘Scene-Only’, ‘Random’, ‘Close’, and ‘Far’. To assess the
balanced performance of i) action & scene recognition, and ii) seen combina-
tion & unseen combination recognition, we report the harmonic mean (H.M.) of
the four performances: seen combination action recognition, unseen combination
action recognition (arithmetic mean), seen combination scene recognition, and
unseen combination scene recognition (arithmetic mean). As shown in Table 7
and Table 8, DEVIAS achieves a significant improvement of 9.6 points and 1.5
points over the second-best method in terms of the harmonic mean on UCF-101
and Kinetics-400, respectively.

F.2 Linear probe experimental results

In Table 9 and Table 10, we use the linear probe evaluation protocol to measure
the overall performance for the single-task baselines for which direct supervision
is not provided. For instance, after training a model with action supervision
only, we evaluate the scene performance using the linear probe protocol. Simi-
larly, when we train a model with scene supervision, we apply the linear probe
protocol to evaluate the action performance. For the scene and action linear
probe evaluation, we use the same hyperparameters. We summarize the hyper-
parameters used for each dataset in Table 21. As shown in Table 9 and Table 10,
DEVIAS shows significant improvements in harmonic mean over the single-task
baselines.
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Table 9: Action and scene recognition performance on the UCF-101 dataset.
We report the Top-1 action recognition accuracy and the Top-5 scene recognition ac-
curacy. We evaluate both seen and unseen recognition performances. We also report
the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action recognition and scene recognition. V.C./Sin.
denotes the SCUBA [45] VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal; S.O./Rand. denotes the HAT [14]
Scene-Only/Random. † indicates that we use a linear probe evaluation for the task for
which direct supervision is not provided. The best and the second-best H.M. numbers
are highlighted.

Training
Strategy

Supervision

Action(↑) Scene(↑)

Seen
Unseen

Seen
Unseen

Method SCUBA [45] HAT [14] Mean HAT [14] Mean
Action Scene Places365 V.C. Sin. Rand. Close Far S.O. Rand. Close Far

H.M.

Single-Task†

✓ × Naive Action ViT 92.9 15.0 12.4 21.0 23.5 27.7 14.1 19.0 62.9 50.2 49.9 50.8 56.6 51.9 40.6
✓ × Action ViT w/ Aug. 90.0 19.1 18.8 19.4 21.4 27.3 13.0 19.8 64.0 52.0 54.0 51.9 63.3 55.3 42.0
✓ × BE [72] 92.3 16.1 12.1 38.7 29.6 34.5 19.2 25.0 63.6 51.7 52.6 52.1 59.4 54.0 47.0
✓ × FAME [20] 91.6 22.0 24.8 15.6 36.7 41.7 30.6 28.6 62.7 51.2 48.7 50.8 54.5 51.3 49.2
× ✓ Naive Scene ViT 69.2 2.2 0.9 7.1 8.7 14.3 3.2 6.1 72.0 61.7 62.8 60.8 69.6 63.7 19.2

Disentangle ✓ ✓ DEVIAS 90.1 41.1 40.1 38.6 39.4 41.3 35.2 39.3 74.0 61.0 62.4 59.8 70.2 63.4 60.8

F.3 Comprehensive downstream task results

We provide detailed descriptions of the methods and baselines compared with
DEVIAS in the downstream experiments. We employ the Kinetics-400 as our
source dataset, and the Diving48 [47], Something-Something V2 [30], UCF-
101 [64], and ActivityNet [24] as our target datasets. We choose multiple datasets
with distinct characteristics, including the temporal-biased Diving48 and Something-
Something-V2, scene-biased UCF-101 and ActivityNet. For a quick experiment,
we use the first 88 classes (0 to 87) out of the 174 classes of the Something-
Something-V2 dataset. We compare DEVIAS with the single-task baselines (Naive
Action ViT, Naive Scene ViT, BE [72], FAME [20]), and the multi-task base-
line (Two-Token, Two-Token w/ FAME) using the full fine-tuning protocol. For
the multi-task baseline and DEVIAS, we train the downstream tasks using two
approaches. First, we aggregate the features passed through the final block of
the backbone encoder by average pooling across the temporal and spatial axes
to yield a single feature vector. We feed the feature vector into the classification
head, which we denote as GAP. Secondly, we project the action and scene to-
kens to half dimension and concatenate both tokens. And we feed them into the
classification head, which is denoted as concat..

We show the results in Table 11 and summarize the hyperparameters used in
Table 23. Compared to the baselines, both DEVIAS (GAP) and (concat.) shows
favorable performance on the downstream tasks across the temporal-biased and
the scene-biased tasks. We expect enhanced performances on the downstream
tasks with more advanced fusion methods. We leave the investigation on more
advanced fusion methods as our future work.
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Table 10: Action and scene recognition performance on the Kinetics-400
dataset. We report the Top-1 action recognition accuracy and the Top-5 scene recog-
nition accuracy. We evaluate both seen and unseen recognition performances. We also
report the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action recognition and scene recognition.
V.C./Sin. denotes the SCUBA [45] VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal; S.O./Rand. denotes the
HAT [14] Scene-Only/Random. † indicates that we use a linear probe evaluation for
the task for which direct supervision is not provided. The best and the second-best
H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Training
Strategy

Supervision

Action(↑) Scene(↑)

Seen
Unseen

Seen
Unseen

Method SCUBA [45] HAT [14] Mean HAT [14] Mean
Action Scene Places365 V.C. Sin. Rand. Close Far S.O. Rand. Close Far

H.M.

Single-Task†

✓ × Naive Action ViT 76.8 41.3 41.6 49.6 14.4 23.2 11.4 30.3 71.2 65.8 63.0 66.4 66.2 65.4 53.1
✓ × Naive Action ViT w/ Aug. 77.6 50.7 49.4 57.3 15.1 24.7 11.9 34.9 71.6 65.7 63.7 65.5 66.3 65.3 56.5
✓ × BE [72] 77.6 43.1 43.2 52.2 15.1 24.1 11.7 31.6 70.7 65.4 63.0 63.7 65.0 64.3 53.9
✓ × FAME [20] 77.8 49.3 49.7 56.8 22.9 29.6 19.9 38.0 70.3 64.9 61.0 63.3 63.4 63.2 57.8
× ✓ Naive Scene ViT 43.0 9.0 7.7 14.4 3.0 9.4 1.8 7.6 86.5 82.6 79.9 81.0 81.2 81.2 22.4

Disentangle ✓ ✓ DEVIAS 77.3 48.9 50.3 58.8 21.8 30.1 18.9 38.1 82.0 76.5 75.7 76.0 77.1 76.3 62.0

Table 11: Downstream task performance. We report Top-1 accuracy (%). All
models are pre-trained on the Kinetics-400 and then fine-tuned on the downstream
datasets. SSV2 denotes the Something-Something-V2 dataset. The best and the
second-best H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Pretraining
Strategy Method Temporal-biased Scene-biased

Diving48 SSV2 UCF-101 ActivityNet H.M.

Single-Task

Naive Action ViT 81.5 74.2 98.5 84.4 83.8
BE [72] 81.9 74.5 98.3 84.6 84.0
FAME [20] 80.6 74.2 98.3 83.8 83.4
Naive Scene ViT 73.1 71.8 92.0 73.1 76.7

Multi-Task

Two-Token (GAP) 80.1 73.7 98.2 83.7 83.0
Two-Token (concat.) 80.1 72.4 98.3 83.2 82.5
Two-Token w/ FAME [20] (GAP) 78.7 73.5 98.1 81.5 82.0
Two-Token w/ FAME [20] (concat.) 78.6 71.6 98.0 82.4 81.6

Disentangle DEVIAS (GAP) 83.1 75.3 97.8 83.1 84.1
DEVIAS (concat.) 84.4 75.2 98.4 84.5 84.8

F.4 Experiments using different scene models.

In Table 12, we study the effect of using different pre-trained scene models to
generate pseudo scene labels. In addition to the Places365 [90] pre-trained model
used in the main paper, we also conduct experiments with the SUN397 [78] pre-
trained model and CLIP [60]. To obtain pseudo scene labels using CLIP, we
provide CLIP with the center frame as input and perform zero-shot classifica-
tion using the scene labels from Places365. For evaluating action performance,
we report top-1 accuracy on the validation split of UCF-101 (seen), and SCUBA-
VQGAN-CLIP [45] (unseen). For scene performance, we report top-5 accuracy
on the validation split of UCF-101 (seen) and UCF-101-Scene-only [14] (unseen).
And we obtain pseudo scene labels for testing using the same scene model used in
the training phase. As we observe in Table 12, DEVIAS outperforms other base-
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Table 12: Scene model ablation study. To evaluate the robustness of using different
scene models, we show the results on the UCF-101 dataset. In every experiment, we
use a ViT backbone pre-trained on the UCF-101. We report the Top-1 accuracy (%)
for the action and the Top-5 accuracy (%) for the scene recognition, along with the
harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action and scene recognition performances. The best
H.M. numbers are highlighted.

Pre-train Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

Places365 [90]
Two-Token 86.0 11.1 72.3 59.6 30.2
Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 89.5 25.3 73.2 61.4 49.6
DEVIAS 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7

SUN397 [78]
Two-Token 89.2 11.5 73.3 71.0 31.8
Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 89.4 23.5 72.0 69.1 48.7
DEVIAS 90.0 39.9 75.0 73.3 63.3

CLIP [60]
Two-Token 90.1 13.2 84.2 58.4 34.5
Two-Token w/ FAME [20] 89.0 24.5 84.0 57.9 49.2
DEVIAS 89.3 37.4 83.9 57.5 59.5

Table 13: Effect of unified classification head on the UCF-101 dataset. We
report the Top-1 action recognition accuracy (%) and the Top-5 scene recognition
accuracy (%). We evaluate both seen and unseen recognition performances. We also
report the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action recognition and scene recognition per-
formances. V.C./Sin. denotes the SCUBA [45] VQGAN-CLIP/Sinusoidal; S.O./Rand.
denotes the HAT [14] Scene-Only/Random.

Training
Strategy

Supervision

Action(↑) Scene(↑)

Seen
Unseen

Seen
Unseen

Method SCUBA [45] HAT [14] Mean HAT [14] Mean
Action Scene Places365 V.C. Sin. Rand. Close Far S.O. Rand. Close Far

H.M.

Multi-Task

✓ ✓ One-Token 91.9 10.5 5.0 21.8 19.8 27.9 8.8 15.6 74.0 60.5 58.0 57.6 66.5 60.7 38.1
✓ ✓ One-Token (unified head) 86.4 7.0 5.5 10.1 16.0 25.1 7.4 11.9 73.9 60.4 57.9 58.3 69.0 61.4 31.9
✓ ✓ Two-Token 86.0 11.9 11.1 19.9 17.3 23.9 9.1 15.5 72.3 59.6 59.2 57.8 67.1 60.9 37.6
✓ ✓ Two-Token (unified head) 89.9 11.2 11.1 18.3 21.8 28.5 12.7 17.3 74.3 61.8 61.0 59.9 69.2 63.0 40.7

lines in multi-task learning using scene models pre-trained on various datasets.
This indicates that DEVIAS is a robust approach across different types of scene
models.

F.5 Effect of unified classification head

In Table 13, we study the effect of the unified classification head. We replace the
separate classification heads in One-Token and Two-Token baselines with a single
unified classification head denoted as One-Token (unified head) and Two-Token
(unified head). Using the unified classification head on top of the Two-Token
baseline results in a performance improvement compared to using the separate
classification heads. Therefore, we employ the unified classification head in our
DEVIAS throughout the paper.
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Table 14: Ablation study. To validate the effect of each component in the action
mask decoder, the cosine similarity loss, backbone architecture variations, and different
pre-trained weights, we show the results on the UCF-101 dataset. In every experiment
except (c), we use a ViT backbone pre-trained on the UCF-101. We report the Top-1
accuracy (%) for the action and the Top-5 accuracy (%) for the scene recognition, along
with the harmonic mean (H.M.) of the action and scene recognition performances. The
best H.M. numbers are highlighted.

(a) Effect of cosine similarity loss. (b) Effect of action mask decoder.

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

w/o cosine loss 90.0 42.1 70.2 57.8 60.2
w/ cosine loss 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
disen. enc. Attn. Guidance Mask pred. Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

✓ × × 90.0 31.6 73.7 59.8 54.8
✓ × ✓ 89.7 33.7 73.4 60.5 56.4
✓ ✓ × 90.8 39.9 73.8 59.8 60.3
✓ ✓ ✓ 90.1 40.1 74.0 61.0 60.7

× ✓ ✓ 89.1 23.7 71.5 58.7 47.3
× × × 89.5 25.3 73.2 61.4 49.6

(c) Ablations on backbone architecture. (d) Ablation on pre-trained weights.

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

Naive Action I3D 92.0 20.7 - - -
Naive Scene I3D - - 77.1 68.5 -

Multi-Task I3D 90.8 20.1 72.8 56.4 43.4
Multi-Task I3D w/ FAME [20] 90.2 18.6 72.8 64.1 42.5

DEVIAS I3D 91.9 29.8 76.0 67.6 55.3

Method Action(↑) Scene(↑) H.M.
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

Naive Action Omnivore 94.1 44.0 - - -
Naive Scene Omnivore - - 74.4 61.4 -

Multi-Task Omnivore 86.7 30.0 71.2 63.5 53.6
Multi-Task Omnivore w/ FAME [20] 88.8 40.1 67.1 57.1 58.3

DEVIAS Omnivore 98.6 65.3 80.5 73.0 77.6

F.6 Comprehensive ablation results

Effect of the cosine similarity loss. We investigate the effect of the cosine
similarity loss in the Table 14 (a). Applying the cosine similarity loss, results in
a gain of 0.5 points in the harmonic mean.
Effect of the action mask decoder. In Table 14 (b), we analyze the effect
of the action mask decoder (AMD). When applying a mask predictor loss, we
observe an increase of 1.6 points in the harmonic mean performance. When we
use attention guidance, it further enhances the performance by 5.5 points in the
harmonic mean. Using both methods together results in a performance improve-
ment of 5.9 points in the harmonic mean. Notably, when we apply attention
guidance and AMD without the disentangling encoder, performance decreases.
This result demonstrates the crucial importance of using both the disentangling
encoder and the action mask decoder for effective disentangle representation
learning.
Ablation study on backbone architecture. To validate the effectiveness of
DEVIAS when equipped with a CNN backbone architecture, we employ I3D [9]
as a backbone encoder. As shown in Table 14 (c), DEVIAS outperforms baselines
with significant margins, demonstrating its compatibility with various backbone
architectures.
Ablation study on pre-trained weights. To study the effect of using different
pre-training strategies, we show the results of using Omnivore [28] pre-trained
weights, in Table 14 (d). DEVIAS outperforms baselines with significant margins,
showing that the performance superiority of our method does not depend on the
pre-trained weights.
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Fig. 5: Slot assignments frequency on UCF-101-SCUBA-VQGAN-CLIP We
demonstrate the frequency of the slot assignment as either the action slot or the scene
slot. In this experiment, we have two slots before assignment (K = 2): ‘Slot 1’ and
‘Slot 2’. The result demonstrates that each slot performs a singular role, and the rep-
resentations of the slots are well-disentangled.

F.7 Slot assignment

DEVIAS utilizes the Hungarian algorithm [42] as a matching function during
the training. During the inference, DEVIAS uses the softmax probability-based
slot assignment. To validate whether the learned action and scene slots take the
same role during the inference or not, we measure the slot assignment frequency
of slot 1 and slot 2, i.e. the frequency of the slot assignment as either the ac-
tion slot or the scene slot. We measure the slot assignment frequency on the
original UCF-101 (seen combination), UCF-101-SCUBA-VQGAN-CLIP, UCF-
101-Scene-Only, and UCF-101-HAT-Far (unseen combination) datasets. Since
all results are exactly the same as Figure 5, we only show the results on the
UCF-101-SCUBA-VQGAN-CLIP dataset. As we observe in Figure 5, the soft-
max probability-based assignment assigns slot 1 as the action slot with 100%
frequency and slot 2 as the scene slot with 100% frequency.

F.8 Qualitative results

For a more comprehensive understanding, we conduct three qualitative analyses.
we first show the slot attention map in Figure 8. We select samples from the
validation set of the two datasets: UCF-101 for seen combination recognition
and ‘HAT-Far’ for unseen combination senarios. In both cases, each slot clearly
focuses on its designated region. We also show UMAP [55] visualization of the
feature vectors of Two-Token, Two-Token w/ BE, and Two-Token w/ FAME,
and DEVIAS as shown in Figure 6. Compared to the baselines, DEVIAS clearly
demonstrates a distinct separation between action and scene feature vectors.
To demonstrate the efficacy of the action mask decoder (AMD), we visualize
the attention map of the action slot in Figure 7. When using AMD, the action
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Action Feature Vectors

Scene Feature Vectors

(a) Two-Token.
(b) Two-Token w/

BE [72].
(c) Two-Token w/

FAME [20].
(d) DEVIAS.

Fig. 6: UMAP [55] visualization of feature vectors on UCF-101 dataset,
test split. (a) Two-Token, (b) Two-Token w/ BE, and (c) Two-Token w/ FAME
baselines show entangled action and scene feature vectors. In contrast, (d) our DEVIAS
demonstrates a distinct separation between action and scene feature vectors. All models
are trained on the UCF-101 train split. Best viewed with zoom and color.

(a) Input frame. (b) without AMD. (c) with AMD.

Fig. 7: Effect of action mask decoder (AMD). a) When training DEVIAS with-
out AMD, the action slot attention is a bit noisy i.e. attending to scene regions as well.
(b) When training DEVIAS with AMD, the action slot more accurately focuses on the
action region. The result implies AMD is effective in learning disentangled action and
scene representations.

slot accurately focuses on the action regions, indicating the effective learning of
disentangled action and scene representations.
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Fig. 8: Visualization of DEVIAS slot attention map. (a) Seen combinations
video from UCF-101 [64], (b) Unseen combinations video from HAT Far [14]. Each
slot attends to action and scene regions well across frames regardless of seen or unseen
combinations. Best viewed with zoom and color.
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Table 15: Hyperparameters used for training the scene model on Places365.

Config Places365

Optimizer AdamW [53]
Base learning rate 5e-4
Weight decay 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10]
Per GPU batch size 32
Drop path 0.1
Mixup [85] 0.8
Cutmix [84] 1.0
Smoothing [65] 0.1
Flip augmentation ✓
Update frequency 2
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52]
Warmup epochs 5
Layer-wise learning rate decay 0.65
Training epochs 100

Table 16: Hyperparameters used for training the Naive Action ViT, One-Token, and
Two-Token baselines on each dataset.

Config UCF-101 Kinetics-400 HVU

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW AdamW
Base learning rate 5e-4 1e-3 5e-4
Weight decay 0.05 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 12 12 12
Drop out 0.5 0.0 0.0
Drop path 0.2 0.1 0.1
Color jitter 0.4 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] × × ×
Cutmix [84] × × ×
Random erasing [88] × × ×
Layer-wise learning rate decay [4] 0.75 0.75 0.75
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5 5
Training epochs 100 100 50

Table 17: Hyperparameters used for training the Action ViT w/ Aug. on each dataset.

Config UCF-101 Kinetics-400

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW
Base learning rate 5e-4 1e-3
Weight decay 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 12 12
Drop out 0.5 0.0
Drop path 0.2 0.1
Color jitter 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] 0.8 0.8
Cutmix [84] 1.0 1.0
Random erasing [88] 0.25 0.25
Layer-wise learning rate decay [4] 0.75 0.75
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5
Training epochs 100 100
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Table 18: Hyperparameters used for training the Naive Scene ViT on each dataset.

Config UCF-101 Kinetics-400 HVU

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW AdamW
Base learning rate 5e-4 1e-3 5e-4
Weight decay 0.05 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 12 12 12
Drop path 0.2 0.1 0.1
Color jitter 0.4 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] × × ×
Cutmix [84] × × ×
Random erasing [88] × × ×
Layer-wise learning rate decay [4] 0.75 0.75 0.75
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5 5
Training epochs 100 100 50

Table 19: Hyperparameters used for BE [72] and training the Two-Token w/ BE on each
dataset.

Config UCF-101 Kinetics-400

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW
Base learning rate 5e-4 1e-3
Weight decay 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 12 12
Drop out 0.5 0.0
Drop path 0.2 0.1
Color jitter 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] × ×
Cutmix [84] × ×
Random erasing [88] × ×
Mixing weight ∼ Uniform(0, 0.3) ∼ Uniform(0, 0.3)
ρ 0.5 0.5
Layer-wise learning rate decay [4] 0.75 0.75
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5
Training epochs 100 100

Table 20: Hyperparameters used for FAME [20] and training the Two-Token w/ FAME
on each dataset.

Config UCF-101 Kinetics-400 HVU

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW AdamW
Base learning rate 5e-4 1e-3 5e-4
Weight decay 0.05 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 12 12 12
Drop out 0.5 0.0 0.0
Drop path 0.2 0.1 0.1
Color jitter 0.4 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] × × ×
Cutmix [84] × × ×
Random erasing [88] × × ×
τ ,ρ 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5
Layer-wise learning rate decay [4] 0.75 0.75 0.75
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5 5
Training epochs 100 100 50
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Table 21: Hyperparameters used for the linear probe experiments.

Config UCF-101 Kinetics-400 HVU

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW AdamW
Base learning rate 1e-3 1e-3 5e-4
Weight decay 0.05 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 24 16 16
Color jitter 0.4 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] × × ×
Cutmix [84] × × ×
Random erasing [88] × × ×
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5 5
Training epochs 50 50 50

Table 22: Hyperparameters used for training DEVIAS on each dataset.

Config UCF-101 Kinetics-400 HVU

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW AdamW
Base learning rate 5e-4 5e-4 5e-4
Weight decay 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 12 12 12
Drop out 0.5 0.0 0.0
Drop path 0.2 0.1 0.1
Color jitter 0.4 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] × × ×
Cutmix [84] × × ×
Random erasing [88] × × ×
Layer-wise learning rate decay [4] 0.75 0.75 0.75
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5 5
Mask extractor FAME [20] FAME FAME
τ ,ρ 0.3,0.4 0.5,0.8 0.5,0.25
α, β, γ 1,1,1 1,1,1 1,1,1
M 4 8 8
Slot attention learning scale 0.1 0.1 0.1
K 2 2 2
Training epochs 100 100 50

Table 23: Hyperparameters used for the downstream task fine-tuning on each target
dataset.

Config Diving48 SSV2 UCF-101 ActivityNet

Optimizer AdamW [53] AdamW AdamW AdamW
Base learning rate 5e-4 5e-4 5e-4 5e-4
Weight decay 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Optimizer momentum β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 [10] β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999 β1, β2 = 0.9, 0.999
Per GPU batch size 12 12 12 12
Drop path 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Color jitter 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Flip augmentation ✓ × ✓ ✓
Mixup [85] × × × ×
Cutmix [84] × × × ×
Random erasing [88] × × × ×
Layer-wise learning rate decay [4] 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Learning rate schedule cosine decay [52] cosine decay cosine decay cosine decay
Warmup epochs 5 5 5 5
Training epochs 50 50 50 50


